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Since I blessed everyone including 
infants, the entire spirit world will 
come…. What is the Blessing in terms 
of the Principle? It is each person's 
portion of responsibility. Our 
responsibility is to receive the 
Blessing. If human beings had 
fulfilled their portion of responsibility, 
they would have stood as God's per-
fected sons and daughters. They 
would have taken dominion over the 
angelic world. For this reason, 
receiving the Blessing itself will 
change your family registration 
identity. For example, when a Korean 
obtains U.S. citizenship, he is then 
governed under the laws of America. 
Such a world has not yet emerged. 
 
In order to clarify this, I am equalizing 
the spiritual and physical worlds, and 
transposing the eldest son position of 
the firstborn son of the family and the 
tribe. The spirit world still holds the 

right of the eldest son on the level of the individual, tribe, people, nation, world and cosmos. I am now 
restoring these. 
 
… 
 
People on the path of true love cannot separate. They are in balance. Since love is always level it does not 
disappear just because your son has passed away. He passes to the spirit world and grows with the same 
quality of relationship. Even when babies die while still infants, they still grow in the spirit world. People 
have not known this, but now the Unification Church must be aware of it. In the future if you have a child 
who goes to the spirit world, without having committed the fall, he will return to live with you in spirit. 
 
Since I allowed the three-day ceremony for those blessed to people in the spirit world, those believers in 
the Unification Church who pass away from now on, can come to the earth and live with their husband or 
wife. Spirit persons have not been allowed to come to earth in a Blessing relationship so far. I have said 
that the Comfort Blessing should not be given to those over the age of 49. We have not adhered to this up 
to now. I have given the Comfort Blessing, but from now on, it is for those under 50 years of age. I am 
now telling you not to give the Comfort Blessing to those over 49. Why do I say this? I say this because I 
allowed those blessed to people in the spirit world to do the three-day ceremony. 
 
 
 


